
 Nowadays, people move from one country to another. Some people think children of these families 
suffer because of this, while others think it is helpful for them. Discuss both views and give your 
opinion.

  In recent decades, migration has become a pressing issue,. There is a range of questions as to 
whether children, who follows their parents and leave their home ground for a new country to live in, 
benefit from locating settling in a new situation as an immigrant or face lots of harmful implements 
implications which outweigh its merits. Although this issue have has both pros and cons that some, 
myself included me, side with demerits and its detrimental effects as a dominant view.

   It is better to start off with defective damaging impacts of immigration that opponents criticize in 
regards of cultural shock and financial problems. Migration plays a pivotal role in children’s life as 
aliens in the host country. For example, language barrier may cause constraints that might influence 
on kids’ communication within society straightforwardly; such social exclusions pose a threat in with 
regards of to lowering self-esteem and keeping distance from the mainstream of society; In other 
words, these impacts ruin almost all that an individual needs to succeed in later in life. Moreover, the 
new comers are imposed a lot of in economic pressure is imposed on newcomers and they are 
deprived from of basic services as a citizen for sum of a period a while. Occurring occurrence of such 
changes for a child who is not mature enough to perceive the points of challenges means a lot that 
might promise a dim future she would not expect for.

  Advocates, However, are pointing the much more of a positive perspective out. They hold the belief 
that emigrants, especially the ones who left their low or middle level developing countries for an 
industrialized one,  would be more likely to possess a life with a higher quality in education, health 
and economy for good. It is crystal clear that kids in early years of their life are far prone to adopt the 
altered life they are circled by, and the ones with talents and aptitudes could be sure that they are on 
a fertile ground for educational and job opportunities for the years ahead.

  By way of conclusion, a new life abroad is both a curse and opportunity and only if individuals know 
how to adjust and gain benefit from the new condition, could they succeed in the future life, 
otherwise, difficulties mentioned above would lead them to a fruitless life ahead. All in all, I hold the 
view of the former paragraph that is convinced the mentioned drawbacks of migration are superior 
more serious thanto its advantages.


